
Ma:<imum : 100 MaAnswer all questians.
I. (a), E:rplain Bootstrapping with suitable example.&) 

3:mf. 
the limitations and capabilities of regurar expressions and context fr{ . (c) Write short notes on Recursive D; (d) Exprain rhe advant"r"" o, *ffi]ffi"".",suitable example. - -vv'rvuu'q grammar over L-attributed grammar wir

- (e) E:rplain the various Intermediate (code) ranguages used in compiler Design.(f) E:rplain about flow graphs.
(g) E:cplain the common sub-expression elimination with an example.ft) Explain how the activation record is used during a procedure carvreturn
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Or
(15 marks

(B) (i) Show that the following grammEu is ambiguous ._
E _) E+ElE.Eld.

Give an equivalent unambiguous grarnmar.

(8 marks)(ii) 
3""fi: ?ffiH*:: srammar and e:rplain with exampre how conrexr free grammal

(Pages 2)

What is the condition that a glven grammar is LL (1) ?
compute the FIRST and FoLLow set for the folrowing grammar :_
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': (8 marks)
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2 c 27689G) Verrly whether or not the following granmar is SLR (1) by constructing the parsingtable :-

S _r ADIB
A+dB
B + aAla

(15 marks)ru (A) (i) write 1 synta" directed translafio.n scheme for generating intermediate codes for a ,
,., 

given Boolean expression containi"g ttre ;erators
AND, OR and NOT

t tiiil 
Write L note on the translation in top_down parsing.

.Or
G) (i) Give a suitable run time organization for a btFk strucfiued languags.

(ii) Give the structure of Activation Record.
V (A) E:cplain the toop optimizatif strat"r*il"r,0r".

Or

' (B) Give the concept of next use information and their signilicance in code generation.
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